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Address CGI France SARL 
Pyroguard UK 
Parc d´activités communautaire n°1 
145 rue des Roseaux 
57455 SEINGBOUSE

Country France

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Pyroguard EW fire resistant glass is manufactured using a patented ‘cast in place’ glass lamination process. This consists of two or more layers of float
glass with interlayers of specially formulated clear resin between the plates of glass.

The Pyroguard product range is designed to provide fire safety glazing solutions for a variety of building applications. Pyroguard is manufactured in
stock sheets so distributors can cut it to their required size. The products have a short delivery lead time and are easily cut and processed, allowing
flexibility in their use. We can also cut the glass for you prior to delivery if you would prefer.
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